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About This Game

Instinct: Survival - game with elements of survival, in which the player will have to exist in a post-apocalyptic world full of
numerous dangers, and also rely on his instincts. A year later, after an unknown disaster, the main character was left alone.

Around there are huge areas that need to be explored. Wandering through the destroyed cities and forests, the character needs to
obtain food for himself, hunt wild animals and destroy hostile creatures. Also, monitor the status of the character.

Features:
● Dynamic weather system

● Day and night cycle
● System Health, Thirst, Hunger, Energy, Temperature, Radiation

● Build
● Craft

● Open big world
● Resource mining

● Various weapons and tools
● Airdrop
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Title: Instinct: Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
DarkLightGames
Publisher:
DarkLightGames
Release Date: 29 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or Better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 470 / Radeon HD 5850 or Better

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Well, i'd like to try out the game, but it crashes within 15 to 30 seconds of starting the game up.. DO NOT. I repeat. DO NOT ,
buy this Unfinished Bug infested tar pit. No matter what you do, this game will not save your progress, your building, you will
die from deer the moment u spawn, there is no animations, u must remain 100% stationary to melee, honestly, I can't even begin
to say enough bad stuff because this game has not 1 good point except i was able to uninstall it. There is nothing that even works
for that matter, building is a fat disgusting joke, the "Airdrop" is a straight lie, there is no airdrop, it is just trolling u to run after
nothing. Please do not waste your money , these guys are straight pocket sipping with this trash. They should be paying us to try
this junk. -1\/10 because a 0 is too generous. Well, after a few hours som toughts:

after my first preview i'll switch from "no" to "yes" (it' still a no if you expect a full playable game)
the dev seems to be active and the first patch arrives the next day after the first posted bugs.

i'ill give it a try and a recommend cause i like this kind of games and this game has potential.
keep in mind if you think buying it in this stage, it's really (really early) early access.
so the game content isn't on a common level right now,
at this time the game basic works more than less and get tested.

Hope that new content will get implemented step by step,
will keep this Review up to date according the progress.

it's still a long way to closed beta, that's for sure,
but if the dev is keep working, this game could get a nice surprise.
. not too sure the objectives of the game and the gameplay isnt very good. i know its a newer game but this definitely needs
some work. if possible i will change my review if it gets better
. review version: Bug Fix 30.05

well, the game was released 1 day ago. there are a ton of problems, but i hope they will get the game playable soon,

the game is, in current state not playable, then you throw a spear at a zombie, the game crashes!!!!
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Food gathering and water is a major problem, and as long there are so little content in the game, the chance to get Gaffatape, to
make a watercontainer, is not helping.

the grafic is OK, on max settings, for a early access game. still a lots of bugs, but hey IT IS A EARLY ACCESS GAME.

ps. dont go over the mapborder. its a looooong drop, that dont stop.

to the devs.

get players to survive first, when ad contents,

i will update this, as the game gets updates.
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